Sentence Completion 16 (low-beginning level)

Directions: Choose the best word to complete each sentence.

1) Mustafa and Ibrahim _______ to read comic books.
   A. wants  B. are being  C. like  D. to love

2) Yesterday, Vincent _______ a postcard to his mother.
   A. was  B. wrote  C. to be  D. has

3) David _______ to become a doctor.
   A. is cooking  B. to study  C. traveled  D. wants

4) Emily needs _______ to the hospital.
   A. to learn  B. slept  C. to go  D. believes

5) Right now, Robin _______ a cake.
   A. listened  B. is writing  C. is baking  D. ate

6) Sonya likes _______ fancy skirts.
   A. to wear  B. buys  C. had  D. to be

7) Sahar and Youssef _______ in Lebanon.
   A. had  B. to be  C. is  D. live

8) Mr. Murphy _______ three sons.
   A. has  B. is cooking  C. is making  D. to give

9) Yesterday, I _______ a funny joke.
   A. sing  B. heard  C. to read  D. is talking

10) Right now, Karen and Tommy _______ in a race.
    A. were  B. talked  C. are running  D. want